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Abstract: In this study, we investigated dyads gaze behavior from an educational dataset on 

collaborative learning which used a learning support system which provided facilitation 

prompts. By using two eye-trackers, this study focused on (1) how the prompts influenced a 

reconsideration of prior knowledge and (2) the degree of perspective-taking. To investigate 

these points, this study considered two learning dyads working on a jigsaw-like task, wherein 

leaners explained a psychological theory by generating a concept map. The learners worked by 

showing each other's concept map prior to the task. Two eye-trackers were used to analyze how 

dyads looked at each other's concept map. The results show that learners receiving facilitation 

prompts exhibited the gaze behavior of reconsidering each other's concept map while making 

explanations. Additionally, learners who were using prompts when giving argumentative and 

conflicting suggestions exhibited a higher tendency to take other's different perspectives.  

Introduction 
Research on collaborative learning in cognitive science has shown that self-explanation activities, in which 

learners explain learning material to themselves to gain an understanding of that material, are effective in 

triggering metacognition (Chi, Leeuw, Chiu, & Lavancher, 1994). However, researchers have also recognized 

that learners gain a deeper understanding of the concepts in the learning content and generate abstract concepts 

by engaging in explanatory activities (Greeno, de Sande, 2007). Collaboration facilitates reconsideration based 

on differing knowledge and perspectives shared by collaborating individuals; in other words, collaboration leads 

to thinking in a manner that involves reinterpretation of objects from an abstract perspective (Roschelle, 1992). 

In a collaborative problem-solving study comprising experimenters (Hayashi, 2018), factors such as cognitive 

bias negatively affect consensus formation. Previous studies have also shown that these types of cognitive 

processing can be analyzed through eye-tracking technologies and that they can be useful as an index for analyzing 

pedagogical instructions and the effects of facilitation prompts (Hayashi, 2020).  

In the field of psychology, gaze behaviors are studied as a measure for understanding a learner's mental 

process (Schober, 1993). Research in learning science (LS) and computer supported collaborative learning 

(CSCL) indicates that eye-trackers are effective for elucidating the nature of collaborative activities (Schneider, 

& Pea, 2014). Hayashi, (2016) investigated effective design of conversational agents through modalities such as 

using gaze gestures together with verbal facilitation prompts. Two eye-trackers were used to detect the learning 

process of learners who used different types of knowledge and perspectives displayed on a computer screen. These 

studies show how gaze behaviors can be a useful index to understand coordinative behavior during collaborative 

learning in learning systems with shared visual spaces, during which each learner presents the other learner's 

perspective. Based on this aspect, the present study investigates gaze behavior related to perspective-taking in a 

learning environment wherein learners have an opportunity to observe each other's differing viewpoints through 

a representation in a shared interface. The findings contribute on developing intelligent tutoring systems(Aleven, 

& Koedinger, 2002) that can detect the cognitive behaviors of the learners in collaborative learning tasks. Using 

gaze behavior as a tool to evaluate facilitation prompts is potentially useful for capturing the influence on cognitive 

behaviors such as perspective taking, and therefore this needs to be further investigated in this area.  

Current study: Goal and hypotheses 
This study investigates how facilitation prompts presented during learner-learner collaborative learning influence 

gaze behavior related to perspective-taking. The first goal of this study is to understand how the use of facilitation 

prompts influences gaze behavior such as a reconsideration of self/other knowledge. In our task, we predict that 

the presentation of prompts promotes reflective thoughts, thereby facilitating gaze behavior focusing on existing 

knowledge, that is, the concept maps (H1). The second goal in this study is to investigate how prompts can 

facilitate perspective-taking behavior as reflected through gaze behavior. This study will investigate the effects of 

two types of prompts that were designed in our preliminary study as well as how they influence perspective-taking 
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 gaze behavior. We predict that our designed prompts, such as prompts for facilitating successful coordination and 

conflicting argumentation, will influence learner's perspective-taking gaze behavior (H2). 

Method 

Participants 
For this study, we utilized data from a previous study we conducted (Shimojo & Hayashi, 2020). Ninety-four 

university students majoring psychology participated in a laboratory-based experiment in exchange for course 

credit. Seven were excluded from the sample due to loss of data, resulting in a total of 87 participants. Hereafter, 

we refer to these participants as learners. Learners were randomly assigned to three types of conditions: the control 

condition, the grounding-prompt condition, and the conflict-prompt condition. 

Experimental task and procedure 
The present study focuses on dyads involved in an explanation-based activity (Weinberger & Fischer, 2006); this 

experiment was conducted in a remote environment that allowed participants to communicate with each other 

using a concept-map tool(Engelmann, & Hesse, 2011). The experiment included the following three phases: an 

individual learning phase, a collaborative learning phase, and a phase wherein they gave a shared representation 

of each other's different perspectives of the learning material. After entering the laboratory, one member 

introduced the other and they were given instructions regarding provision of informed consent. This study was 

reviewed for adherence to ethical standards by the authors' university. The learners' goal in this experiment was 

to theoretically explain a particular case event using psychological theories. Specifically, they were required to 

apply the attribution theory to a problem case story of a student who participated in a school counseling program 

and describe why the student has anxiety about the new academic year. The learners used the concept-map tool 

to reason through the issues of the student in the problem case story and explain the student's mental process using 

the attribution theory. Two monitors were connected to the PCs; two video-recording devices (Sony, HDR-

CX680) were set up, and the Cmap software (https://cmap.ihmc.us/) was installed on the PCs for developing and 

synchronizing concept maps.  

Experimental task and procedure 
This set-up allowed for the simultaneous production and sharing of concept maps, thereby enabling each learner 

to see the other's concept and enabling the learners to develop a new concept map together. In the individual 

learning phase, the learners were required to read a text describing the case story of the student and to subsequently 

read another description of the attribution theory. In the collaborative learning phase, the learners worked together 

by giving oral explanations; they were instructed to explain each other's thoughts and develop another concept 

map(15 minutes). As described in Figure 1, the participants were able to see each other's concept maps (depicted 

in the right-hand side with dotted lines) they had developed in the individual learning phase while working on the 

common concept map (left-hand side). The learners gave explanations and developed a new concept using the 

mouse and keyboards. To effectively generate the common concept map, including integrating each other's 

perspectives, it was necessary to briefly refer to each other's concept maps.  

 

 
Figure 1. Example screen of the participant.  
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previous 
concept-
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previous 
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working on 
together

Node with no-box refers to the statement 
from the psychological theory

Node in-box refers to the events in the presented story material
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 System 
The two types of prompts used in this study were developed from the authors' previous study. The prompts were 

designed based on previous studies that investigated coordination during collaborative learning activities (Meier, 

Spada, & Rummel, 2007) and argumentation (Asterhan, & Schwarz, 2009). For the grounding-prompt condition, 

eight types of prompts were developed to facilitate successful coordination; they were grounded in the definition 

of the collaboration process provided by Meier, et.al, 2007). This definition includes the following concepts: 

communication (sustaining mutual understanding and dialogue management), joint information processing 

(information pooling and reaching consensus), coordination (task division, time management, and technical 

coordination), interpersonal relationship (reciprocal interaction), and motivation (individual task orientation). For 

the conflict-prompt condition, 13 types of prompts were designed to facilitate conflicting discussions and 

developed in line with the study of Asterhan, & Schwarz, (2009). These prompts included important aspect of 

discussions such as challenges, oppositions, rebuttals, elaborations, and requests for information. These prompts 

were presented 16 times by the experimenter through the local server connected with the two learners' PCs.  

Measures 
This study focused on how the prompts influenced participants' observations of their partner's concept map and 

the impact on the degree of perspective-taking. This study used two eye-trackers (Tobii X2-30) to analyze where 

the learners were looking during the task. Figure 1 shows that the learners were expected to view their partner's 

concept map on the right-hand side and their own map on the lower right-hand side. The screen was divided into 

three parts and the number of fixations per area was counted (area 1: other; area 2: self; area 3: shared area). We 

investigated the gaze degree of learners on areas 1 and 2 while they generated the common concept map in area 

3. Observation of these areas indicated how learners were using self/other information and taking different 

perspectives while engaged in collaborative interaction. Moreover, we captured the degree to which one partner 

looked at another partner's screen; this resembles the behavior of considering (taking) the other person's 

perspective. This was evaluated based on how often the learners paid attention to their own and their partner's 

concept maps on their screens, leading to the following ratio calculation: 
 

(1)   𝑏𝑏 = 𝑛𝑛1−𝑛𝑛2𝑛𝑛1+𝑛𝑛2 

 where n1 is the number of fixations on area 2 (the other learner's concept), and n2 is the number of 

fixations on area 1 (the participant's own concept). If b is higher than 0, this suggests that learners were primarily 

looking only at their own concept map while working on the common concept map. However, if b is lower than 

0, this suggests that learners were primarily looking only at their partner's concept map and indicates the learner's 

consideration of the other's concept map, which can be interpreted as perspective-taking.  

Results 

Gaze Fixation 
To investigate if the prompts were functioning properly for activities such as referring to each other's concept 

maps while generating the new concept map, we investigated the ratio of gaze fixation on each of the three areas. 

A 3 (condition: control vs. grounding-prompt vs. conflict-prompt) X 3 (area: self vs. other vs. shared) analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the gaze fixation ratio. There was significant interaction between the two 

factors (F(4, 168) = 0.244, p = .001, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2  = .264). The results of the simple main effect show that there were 

differences among all conditions in each area- self, other, and shared (F(2, 252) = 0.111, p = 0.01, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = .911; F(2, 

252) = 0.220, p = 0.01, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = .953; and F(2, 252) = 0.644, p = 0.01, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2  = .983). Next, multiple comparisons were 

conducted for each area using Ryan's method. The results show that grounding- and conflict-prompts led to more 

fixations than did the control condition in the self-area(p = 0.01 and p = 0.01, respectively) and the other area (p 

= 0.01 and p = 0.01, respectively). However, there were fewer fixations for grounding- and conflict-prompts than 

that for the control in the shared area (p= 0.01 and p = 0.01, respectively).  

Perspective-taking 
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to assess the differences among the three conditions on the gaze plot index 

b. However, no differences were found (F(2, 84) = 0.00, p = .94, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2  = .001). The standard deviations for each 

condition- control, grounding-prompt, and conflict-prompt- were quite high (0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, respectively); 

therefore, we divided the learners into two groups, high b(b>0) and low b(b<0). A 2 (b: high vs. low) X 3 

(condition: control vs. grounding-prompt vs. conflict-prompt) ANOVA was conducted on the gaze plot index b. 

There was a significant interaction between the two factors (F(2, 81) = 4.481, p = .001, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2  = .547). Simple main 

effects were found only on the low b (F(2, 81) = 3.166, p = .001, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2  = .985). Next, multiple comparisons were 
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 conducted for each condition on the low b using Ryan's method. The results show that the conflict-prompt had 

lower b than that of the control (p = 0.01). These results indicate that the group of learners who were paying more 

attention to other learners' perspectives (b<0)) were more likely to pay attention to their partner's perspective when 

they received conflicting prompts. 

Discussion and Conclusions 
This study investigated learners' gaze behavior on (1) the frequency of fixation on concept maps and (2) the degree 

of fixation on self/others' differing perspectives. The first goal of this study was to understand how the use of 

facilitation prompts influences gaze behavior such as reconsideration of self/others' knowledge. The results of our 

analysis on the frequency of fixation on concept maps show that either the use or non-use of prompts leads to an 

increase in the frequency of fixation. This supported hypothesis H1 and showed that when learners received 

facilitation prompts, they referred to self/other knowledge visible on the screen. Based on this aspect, we found 

that the prompts facilitated behaviors related to reconsideration, which are activities related to metacognition. Our 

second goal in this study was to investigate what kinds of prompts facilitate perspective-taking gaze behavior. 

The results of our analysis supported hypothesis H2, as the group of learners was paying more attention to others' 

perspectives than to their own. Further, they were more likely to pay attention to their partner's perspective when 

they received conflicting prompts. This study provided implications regarding how analysis of gaze behavior can 

be used for analyzing cognitive behaviors such as perspective-taking. Further analysis combining multimodal 

communication channels, which is left to future study, may provide more details. 
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